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We love testimonials - please email us your testimonials or 

questions at info@btnaturals.com and like us on Facebook.  Let 

us know how the BT Naturals products are working for you 

~ Osito - Canine 
Osito 

My dog, Osito had very severe itching all over his body, with no rashes, hot spots or 
fleas visible. His constant scratching was driving me crazy, not to mention how 
uncomfortable he must have been. I had heard so much about the many uses of 
Rio's Relief Oil, I decided to give it a try.  I started adding a few drops to his food, 
twice a day, and within a few days the itching was reduced, and now, three weeks 
later, is almost completely gone. It truly IS a relief! 
At Sue Balla's suggestion, I have also been putting a few drops of the oil on the 
bottoms of my feet at night, and the top of my left foot which aches a lot. The 

aching goes away almost immediately. I walk a lot, and I can certainly tell the difference in the reduced soreness in 
my feet.  I am sure I will be finding many more uses for this exceptional herbal product. I love it! 
~ Grace Holaday 
 
 

~ Harley - Canine 
~I couldn’t be happier with the results I have experienced from Rios Relief Oil and Balm. 
When my dog Harley was a puppy, he loved to chase tennis balls. I lived in the city and 
we had a lot of concrete parks. Throughout the years, my little guy had broken all his 
canine teeth while either playing at the dog park or going for the tennis ball on 
concrete. The vet had advised a few years later that we pull the four canine’s out 
because they were not healing back over and starting to cause him pain. This is when I 
met Sue. Sue told me all about Rios Relief Oil and what the possibilities were. I said, hey 
why not, the last thing I wanted to do was to put Harley through that pain of having his 
four canines’ removed. With three to four drops of oil in each meal, his teeth cleared up 
in 4 weeks! His energy level is through the “ruff!” I never realized how much pain he was 
is until he was pain free. Thank you BT naturals, not only did you save Harleys teeth, the 
other benefits that we don’t even know are happening, are prolonging his life.  
~ Jared Fara – February 2015 
 
 

 

 

~ Toby & Scout - Canines 
~I use Rio's Relief Balm on my dogs, who are both getting towards the older side. Toby, the big dog, gets it on his 
hips to help with the stiffness there. Scout, the little dog, gets it rubbed on the top and bottom of his back feet 
and legs to help with stiffness in his back legs. They love it; twice a day, morning and evening, they come to me to 
get their balm, and I see them getting around better than before I used it on them. 
~ Barb J. 
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~ Dog Rescue Uses 
~I have a holistic Dog Rescue, “Finally Home Holistic Recovery and Adoption”(www.petfinder.com/shelters/il447) 
and I have used the Rio’s Relief Balm in a variety of ways. 

1. To relieve a dog of hundreds of tick bites. 
2. To relieve a Lab's back when he could no longer walk well. 
3. To relieve a dog when her sister had to be put down. 
4. To relieve a dog when he was afraid of thunder. 
5. To help with arthritis 

I have 3 Pugs and their noses get all nasty and dry just from being pushed in. I have used the Balm on them and 
their noses are soft and pliable again.  I give out a small Rio’s Relief Oil with every dog that is adopted through 
the rescue.  I think your product is good in just about any scenario.  My husband and I use it also. 
Thank you for your product!!!!!!! 
~ Lynn C. 
 
 

~ Gus Canine 
I wanted to say how pleased I was with the Rios Balm and oil. My beloved black 
Labrador was only four years old when he developed Cranial Cruciate Ligament 
Rupture in both legs at the same time. We have no idea how this even 
happened.  The immediate remedy was surgery. After the surgery we did water 
therapy for about a year which did seem to ease the discomfort but it was also 
a very expensive inconvenience.  We also tried several medications, but never 
saw any real improvement and were nonetheless disappointed. We were told 
by our vet that "Gus" would be prone to arthritis and he would always have the 
limp, of course made worse when it was cold, and we know it gets cold, it can 
be freeeeeeezing in Chicago.  In speaking with Sue she suggested I try the balm 
and oil, and I immediately thought it couldn't hurt since it was holistic and had 
no chemicals in it. I started putting two drops on his cookies twice a day. The 
Balm was a little more difficult because his legs hurt, but after a few minutes of 
getting a massage he realized that he enjoyed it and it felt soothing. He realized 
not only was he getting extra mommy and me time but also that it felt good. I noticed a difference within a couple 
of days. He was able to go on longer walks and get on his favorite chair with less difficulty. He wasn't a "couch 
potato" anymore.  It was wonderful to see him be able to play with his two brothers again. The chasing and the 
wrestling was wonderful to see. Although they were much younger he was able to keep up! I would definitely 
recommend this product to people whose animals suffer from any type of discomfort.  It works and I liked that it 
was all natural!! More than anything I knew my baby was much more comfortable, it always pained me to 
physically see he was hurting at all. We love our animals, they are our family, and they give us more than we could 
ever give them and make us better people.  
~ Mary Grace Godee 
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~ Bella Canine 
~ When we rescued Bella four years ago she was very sick. She had Lyme disease. 
The vet told us she would need surgery for hip dysplasia.  Along with that she had 
injured her leg and had chronic ear infections. Surgery was not an option. It was 
possible Surgery would not work and her life would be filled with more pain. So I 
looked for an alternative. That's when I found herbal supplements. Trying to fight 
with your Dog every single day to give them pills is very frustrating. There was such 
a positive dramatic change in her health though it was worth it. Her ear infections 
all the sudden went away. Her leg healed. There was no limping. X rays revealed 
her hip dysplasia was gone! We could not believe it. Were they wrong?  As time went on I had my own injury and 
life got crazy. Giving medication daily got hard. I noticed Bella was limping more and not as active. Then her ear 
infections came back. The vet asked me what changed. Only one thing had. She was not getting the herbal 
supplements. At the same time I found Rio’s Relief Balm and Oil. I immediately started Bella on it. A few drops in 
her food. Then some on her back leg that she injured. It was simple!  Right away she started moving better, her 
energy level came back and her ears cleared up. It’s been six months. No ear infections, the vet has even said she 
has lost some weight which is what he has been wanting! Her coat is even looking better! He even asked if I have 
been brushing her teeth because he noticed that the tarter is even going away. I had my doubts before if Bella 
would be able to finish her training for Search and Rescue work. The vet has cleared her for that, agility and no 
restrictions at all. I could not be more pleased! Now I’m trying to keep up with her!  I am going to start giving it to 
my cat next! 
~ Melissa S 
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